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Spring

Goodbye Winter.
So long snow.
It's time to watch the
flowers grow.

Coloring Sheet
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What is WVBTT ?
WV Birth to Three is a
statewide system of
services and supports for
children under age three
who have a delay in their
development, or may be at
risk of having a delay, and
their family.

Who is eligible?
Who is eligible?To be
eligible for WV Birth to
Three services, an infant
or toddler under the age
of three can either have a
delay in one or more
areas of their
development, or be at risk
of possibly having delays
in the future.

A child may have delays in
one or more of the following
areas:
Cognitive - thinking and
learning
Physical - moving, seeing
and hearing
Social/emotional - feeling,
coping, getting along with
others
Adaptive - doing things
for him/herself
Communication understanding and
communicating with
others

To make a referral
contact our Regional
Administrative unit at
304-523-5444
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Car Seat Safety

Is your child's car seat installed correctly?
Is your child strapped in correctly?
Correctly used child safety seats can reduce the risk of death by as
much as 71 percent. Contact our Parent Partner for a free car seat
safety check!
Elizabeth Smith- Esmith@rvcds.org or 304-634-7580
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The 5 Love Languages of Children
Different kids crave different kinds of attention and affection. Dr. Gary
Chapman, author of The 5 Love Languages and The 5 Love Languages of
Children, believes that we all express love, and experience it through
physical touch, gifts, words of affirmation, acts of service and quality time,
but each of us has one way that matters most to us. Our job as parents is to
know how to communicate with each of our children so they genuinely feel
loved.
The first step in identifying your child’s primary love language is to pay
attention to how he shows you love. Why? We all tend to offer affection in
the way we wish to receive it. As we get older, we learn that the Golden Rule
can backfire in our relationships because we need to give love unto others
in the way that works best for them. But since kids generally don’t pick up
on that, they offer the brand of affection they crave. The other piece of the
puzzle is what your child requests.
Though Dr. Chapman believes that love languages are like personality traits
that stay with us for life, your child’s preference might seem to change from
moment to moment and stage to stage. A toddler who craves snuggles may
grow into a 7-year-old who likes to roughhouse. A kid who basks in praise
might become skeptical of your reassurance at some point and instead just
need a little quality time.
Stay tuned in to what your child’s reactions and behaviors say about the
type of love she needs in any given moment and there’s no doubt that you’ll
continue to connect—and reconnect—as she grows.

Article Adapted from – Cornwall, G. (April 2, 2019). The 5 love languages of
children. Retrieved from https://www.parents.com/parenting/betterparenting/advice/love-languages-of-children/.
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The 5 Love Languages of Children
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Spring Scavenger Hunt
FLOWER

BIRD

GREEN LEAF

ACORN

STICK

BUTTERFLY

PINE CONE

BEE

BUG

GRASS

ROCK

How many did you find?
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